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This week we are Talking About the

GOAL:
Understanding that as a child of God we are in the
Lord’s army! He is our commander and chief.

What does the Bible say about the
armor of God?
In Ephesians 6 the Bible shows us each piece we
should wear and what it does for us. If we put on
all the pieces of armor, the Word of God tells us we
can stand firm against ALL strategies of the devil.
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TAKE TIME AND MEMORIZE OUR VERSE FOR
THE WEEK:
Therefore, put on every piece of God’s armor
so you will be able to resist the enemy in the
time of evil. Then after the battle you will
still be standing firm.
Ephesians 6:13
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BIBLE READING FOR THIS WEEK:

Ephesians 6:10-18
Why do we need spiritual armor?
What does the belt represent?
What does the body armor (breastplate) represent?
What do the shoes represent?
What does the shield of faith do?
Why does the helmet represent?
What is the sword of the spirit and why is it so
powerful?
What are two things we must do in verse 18?
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Cut out this week's memory verse
and put it where you can see it!

Let's review what you read this week:
In Ephesian 6, Paul tells us to put on the whole armor of
God. Not just one piece and not whatever we feel like, but
ALL of God’s armor. The word “take” in verse 13 is a
command telling us to “take it up and use it!” And we have
to remember to put it on every day.
A soldier would be foolish to go to battle unprepared. We
fight against principalities and forces of darkness every
day. We would be foolish to not be on our guard and ready
for battle.
A soldier must know who his leader is and be in constant
communication with that leader. A Christian is to pray. You
have to know your Commander, speak to your Commander,
listen to your Commander, and most importantly obey your
Commander! T
he Bible tells us in John 10:10 the enemy will try to kill,
steal, and destroy you but with your full armor on and
what you learned last week on authority, you will be ready
for ultimate victory!
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SHEILD OF FAITH

HELMET OF SALVATION

SWORD OF THE SPIRIT

ARMOR OF GOD
BREASTPLATE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS

BELT OF TRUTH

SHOES OF PEACE

Did you know the belt worn by a Roman soldier was important because it
firmly secured the soldier's weapons needed to fight?
If you are to stand up to evil, you must be firmly secured by the truth that
is found only in Jesus.

The typical Roman soldier wore a protective covering to cover the vital
organs, like the heart, the lungs, liver, etc. If any of these were injured,
the life of the soldier would be in serious jeopardy.
If you try to do battle with Satan on your own, you’ll never win. You
need a righteousness that comes from our Savior. Righteousness
means to be in right standing with Jesus.
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For battle, a soldier must be prepared to go, and good strong
shoes are absolutely necessary. Before you can battle, you
must be prepared, but your preparation comes from the Gospel.
When you put on these shoes of peace and remember the
gospel every day, you are able to follow Jesus instead of
Satan and tell everyone you meet about God’s love.

The shield protected the Roman soldier from arrows and
sword blows. Your spiritual enemies are constantly
throwing arrows and thrusting swords towards you.
Those arrows and swords are lies from the enemy.
The best way to deflect these blows is with the shield of
faith. When you hold onto your shield, and you hold firm to
your faith in Jesus, you can go forward boldly.
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The helmet is an essential item for a soldier's survival. The helmet
protects the head of the soldier, where the mind and spirit are. You are
confident that you will spend forever in heaven because God has saved
you through Jesus Christ.
Sometimes when you sin, Satan tries to convince you that God will no
longer love you. So after you put on the helmet of salvation, you are a
winner through Christ!

The Roman solider always carried a sword. It was a deadly weapon. The
sword of the spirit represents the Word of God. The Word of God is a
powerful weapon, especially when used under the power and guidance
of the Holy Spirit.
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How can we pray?
Dear Jesus, thank for giving me the best tools and
strongest armor to stand up against the enemy! You
have made me victorious through you. Than you for
making a way. I love you so much,
AMEN!
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SUBSCRIBE ON YOUTUBE
YOUTUBE.COM/MIRACLEWORDKIDS

You can also now
watch Miracle Word
Kids & Download Bible
Studies like this one
in our free
Miracle Word App!
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